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Vina

Vina is a player character played by Valona Longweave.

Vina

Species & Gender: Gendercurious (Female-Leaning, Female Pronouns) Hedoro
Date of Birth: 25日 8月 YE 20
Organization: N/A
Occupation: Curious Slime Cutie

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: N/A

Physical Description

She be a slime. Her color is normally pink, however changes depending on her mood, for example she
turns red when angry, blue when sad, green when sick, and a more intense shade of pink when lustful.

Personality

Vina is a very curious, shy, but cute Hedoro, who is very childlike and naive, not knowing much of the
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ways of other races, or even much at all. She however isn't dumb, being quite smart, just much like a
child, exploring and learning about the world. She is very nomadic, having no true home or faction,
aligning herself with people that accept her and who are kind to her.

History

Birth Details/Childhood: WIP

When she was still young, Vina stowed away on a YSE ship, arriving in space that would later become the
NDC's. She was left behind when the YSE left the space, alone with Nina and surviving on their own.

Skills Learned

wip

Social Connections

Vina is connected to:

Nina (Twin Sister)

Inventory & Finance

Vina has the following:

wip

Vina currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by valona_longweave on 11, 10 2019 at 02:21 using the Character Template
Form.

In the case valona_longweave becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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Character Data
Character Name Vina
Character Owner Valona Longweave
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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